An Adaptive Finite Element Analysis Integrated System supported through application of Case Based Reasoning (CBR) methodology is being proposed in this paper. The approach is fruitful for selection of an initial mesh from a library of solutions to initiate analysis process, as already tested optimal mesh will have lesser refinement iterations. The optimal mesh distribution, represented by object-oriented method, can be easily adapted to the topology of new problem in same domain. An integrated and universal structural analysis system models human reasoning by forming solutions through the retrieval and adaptation of successful strategies used in the past. Basic insight of two distinct subjects along with resolution of involved issues and integration strategy for development of an intelligent system is elaborated here. The research explains an algorithm for case retrieval and mesh generation procedures based on the principles of mapping method.
Introduction
Over last few decades, Finite Element Method (FEM) has proved to be a strong numerical analysis method. FEM has eventually become an integral part or standard tool for design, synthesis and modeling process in virtually all-engineering sciences, such as, structures, thermodynamics, biomechanics, acoustics, materials, fracture mechanics, civil engineering, fault diagnosis and fluids dynamics etc (Borazjani, 2013; Bouaanani & Lu, 2009; Cheng, White, & Grosh, 2008; Dado & Shpli, 2003; Fiedler, Hosseini, Belova, Murch, & Öchsner, 2009; He & Kwan, 2001; Mackerle, 2004; Noack, Rolfes, & Tessmer, 2003; Smoljanović, Živaljić, & Nikolić, 2013; Tabiei & Wu, 2000; Wu, 2006; Zhang & Gay, 2007) . However, during its application in different disciplines, preparations associated with discretizing intricate multidimensional geometries hinder its wide spread recognition as an analysis tool (Burkhart, Andrews, & Dunning, 2013; G. Nikishkov, Y. Nikishkov, & Makeev, 2013) . Importance of an optimum initial mesh in preparation for modeling or numerical analysis problems has been emphasized by the researchers time and again (Knupp, 2003) . In addition to computational burden and issues of accuracy requirements, construction of an optimal and least expensive mesh is also a limitation being faced by operators of advanced Artificial Intelligence (AI) paradigms in this domain.
Since 80's when expert systems paced in to solving diverse science and engineering problems, researchers continuously proposed the applications of intelligence based assistance to structural analysis which was a good index in the growth of this field. A number of systems such as SACON (Sriram, Maher, & Fenves, 1985) , developed to support in selection of a suitable analysis strategy; FEASA (Taig, 1986) , an effort that assisted in specification and modeling; PLASTRAN, FACS and CARTER (Cagan & Genberg, 1987; Gregory & Shephard, 1987; Reynier, 1986) some other examples in same category started to appear. Later in early 90's, EXPERT ASSISTANT (Labrie, Thilloy, Tanguy, & Moll, 1994) and FEMES (Gong & Xu, 1995) were developed to assist the users in this area of specialization. Pursuant to address these constraints, researchers ventured into application of CBR in different engineering domains (Bello-Tomás, González-Calero, & Díaz-Agudo, 2004; Díaz-Agudo & González-Calero, 2000; Díaz-Agudo, González-Calero, Recio-García, & Sánchez-Ruiz-Granados, 2007; Hurley, 1994; Kumar & Raphael, 1997; Lieven, Escamilla-Ambrosio, Bunniss, Burrow, & Clare, 2009; Varma & Roddy, 1999) . Although applications discussed above had success in analysis of different type of structures but there are concerns that need addressing before advent of a universal approach (Fang, Luo, & Tang, 2005) . Many of existing systems are in engineering domains and deal with diagnosis, decision support, design, or planning but do not precisely resolve structural analysis issues (Bargmann, 1999; Grant, Harris, & Moseley, 1996; Liao, 2004; Vong, Wong, & Ip, 2011) . The application of CBR in selection of optimal mesh for Adaptive Finite Element Analysis presented in this paper is being researched as an effort to develop a standard tool for engineering professionals in the structural analysis domain (Khan & Ming, 1998) .
Adaptive Finite Element Analysis
Over the last few decades wide spread acceptance of finite element method has compelled the analysts to recognize it as a standard analysis tool in engineering domain . Adaptive finite element is a problem solving technique that works on the principle of discretization, i.e., it places mesh over problem geometry and then approximates the solution on mesh nodes. Finite element model's accuracy greatly relies on mesh quality and number of nodes in the mesh distribution. In order to achieve required accuracy design of optimum meshes with varying element sizes is essential. Therefore it is said that number of nodes and accuracy is directly proportional to each other (Lim, Sohn, Lee, & Im, 2010) .
As the problems in real life are complex therefore adequate precision in the area of high variation may be acquired through a high node density (Wördenweber, 1984) . In case of many real life problems it may not be apparent to user that how the solution would look like and where a fine mesh is needed. Owing to time and other constraints, typically there is a limit to the maximum number of nodes thus use of homogeneous fine mesh over the whole field is unacceptable. Instead a non-homogeneous mesh with varying compactness in accordance with localized requirements is preferred which requires high level of skill, hence, a tougher task for a common user.
The objective of this analysis technique is to normalize the discretization error. This is achieved by raising the number of degree of freedom in sections where model of preceding iteration was inadequate. The determination is to accomplish the extreme rate of convergence (Escobar, Montenegro, Montero, Rodríguez, & González-Yuste, 2005; Lackner & Mang, 2002; Nicolas & Fouquet, 2013) . The complete adaptive analysis process is shown in Figure 1 , where error distribution for mesh in current iteration is numerically computed. These error computations deliver information on precision, solution reliability and guidance for mesh refinement in an effective style. 
Mesh Generation Approaches
It is important to understand the mesh generation schemes and process before any Artificial Intelligence paradigm is applied for assistance. Therefore, a brief review of the existing mesh generation schemes and their classification would be helpful to understand the case based mesh generation algorithm. A substantial research material has been published on the subject, which substantiates the significance and necessity of mesh generators. Reviews in 1973 Reviews in , 1980 Reviews in , 1988 Reviews in and 1997 have been published on the existing approaches for grid generation. The first two did not compare and classify the schemes (Buell & Bush, 1973; Thacker, 1980) . Later, reviews published in 1988 and 1997 have covered the subject in a systematic way and classification provided in 1988 received more recognition for introducing the schemes (Hu, Zhang, Xiang, & Zhou, 1997; Ho-Le, 1988) .
A mesh generator produces a set of nodes and elements therefore existing strategies are being categorized in the order of creation of these sets. The strategies are divided into four main categories named as Mesh topology first, Nodes first, Adapted mesh template and other methods. The complete classification block diagram from review of 1988 is shown in Figure 2 . MESH Figure 2 . Classification scheme for mesh generation methods
Comparison of the grid generation schemes is a difficult task as access to the real systems is not available. Therefore, reliance on literature and inference of proficiencies for different schemes' is considered essential. The completely automatic methodologies are being compared and two partially automatic schemes, namely "Conformal mapping" and the "Mapped element" are not being considered. The four measures being used for comparison of mesh are element type, element shape, mesh density control and time efficiency. The detailed comparison of the four automatic methodologies is tabulated in Table 1 . 
Mesh Refinements
In adaptive finite element analysis, refinement methods are categorized by researchers into two main classes that are; methods developed on experimental measures and finite element error approximations (Tezuka & Okuda, 1988) . In order to attain the optimum results a number of posteriori error estimation techniques have been (Cho & Jun, 2004; Devloo, Tinsley Oden, & Pattani, 1988; Gatica, González, & Meddahi, 2004; Houston, Schötzau, & Wihler, 2006; Lee, Chiew, Lie, & Nguyen, 2010; Maglo, Courbet, Alliez, & Hudelot, 2012; Rank & Roβmann, 1988; Schweitzer, 2009; Stewart & Hughes, 1997; Warichet & Legat, 1996; Yvonnet, Coffignal, Ryckelynck, Lorong, & Chinesta, 2006) . However, following four error estimation based adaptive re-meshing methods are being commonly used.
h-version.
The initial mesh elements are subdivided into smaller or combined into bigger elements for acquiring the required accuracy in a mesh.
p-version.
The polynomial order of interpolation function is changed while element geometry is kept constant.
r-version.
The nodes are relocated without increase in total number of nodes and elements.
hp-version.
h-and p-versions of refinement are simultaneously applied to get advantage from both strategies.
The application and choice from the above approaches depend on element type and needed engineering accuracy. Most commonly used method by scientists is h-version, whereas, p or hp-version are used for a very high accuracy requirements.
Error Estimations
Analysis of complex engineering problems with finite element method is normally faced by a conflict between solution accuracy and cost of computation. Over the years, to overcome this contradiction and acquire optimum precision for the solution, several adaptive approaches have evolved (Harutyunyan, Izsák, van der Vegt, & Botchev, 2008; Hicken, 2012; Lee & Zhou, 2004; Leicht & Hartmann, 2010; Zhu & Zienkiewicz, 1997) . The two fundamental concerns involved in the methods of mesh refinement are "error estimation" and "mesh density control through suitable scheme". In order to quantify the extent of error in finite element analysis, error norms are used, energy norm being the most common. To evaluate this energy norm the two commonly used methodologies are as follows:-
Residual Based Method
Finite element solution provides an estimated and continuous displacement field over the domain; however, derivatives of this field are not continuous over element boundaries. This discontinuity implies strain which jumps across these boundaries. The error estimates based on this method (Babushka & Reinhbolt, 1978; ) utilize inter-element traction jump across element boundary and residual terms in the following governing equilibrium equation over element's interior to estimate an error:-
The energy norm is then given by
Where  is total domain, C 1 and C 2 constants, I total interface between elements, J inter-element traction and r are the residual forces that can be computed by using
Here the stresses  from Equation (1) have been approximated as  and obtained from standard relationship:
In this relationship D is the elastic modulus matrix, B finite element strain-displacement matrix and d is the Vol. 6, No. 3; vector of nodal displacements.
Best Guess Method
The simple error estimator in its standard form uses projection techniques for defining a continuous stress filed over the domain. The use of a continuous stress field that eliminates the stress jumps over element boundary and specific "super convergent" points in the element where predicted results for stress are more accurate are the basic ideas in derivation of this error estimator. The error energy norm in this case is evaluated as,
In this scheme as exact solution is not accessible, therefore the stresses , are substituted by best guesses *, such that  ≈ *. The best guess in equation No 5 for standard iso-parametric elements can be determined by either least squares smoothing or loubignac iteration (Cantin, Loubignac, & Touzot, 1978; Loubignac, Cantin, & Touzot, 1977) .
Smoothing Procedures
To find the component of the continuous stress field, it is approximated as:
Where a continuous shape is function and is the smoothed nodal stress associated with node "I". The continuous stress * is determined by forcing the Galerkin-like condition (7) To acquire a continuous stress field by Equations (6) and (7), it is assumed that the stress * is interpolated by the same shape function Ni as the individual displacement components. Thus,
Where typical components may be written as and (9) 
Loubignac Algorithm
While the traction jumps are eliminated between boundaries by use of continuous stress fields however, general equilibrium cannot be guaranteed as it does not satisfy the overall equilibrium conditions . The relationship for nodal equilibrium from governing equilibrium equations is derived as (10)
Application of Artificial Intelligence
Recognizing the difficulties in FEM modeling, various developers are remedying the issues through application of AI and knowledge engineering techniques. As explained earlier, FEM is a potent and useful tool, but its effectiveness is hindered by the necessity to generate an appropriate initial mesh. To overcome this issue, which plays a vital role in acquisition of accurate solution through limited number of iterations, application of an advanced AI paradigm CBR is being proposed. CBR promises a technique to support modeling by reusing previous experiences in supporting the new situations (Ficet-Cauchard, Porquet, & Revenu, 1999; Praehofer & Kerschbaummayr, 1999; Surma & Braunschweig, 1996) .
Finite element model requires expert's experience in the related analysis domain as setting an appropriate grid on Vol. 6, No. 3; 2014 26 problem geometry is the difficult task faced by novice user. Most finite element analysis problems are inclined towards non-uniformity as solution varies in different parts of the domain. To attain appropriate accuracy, grid of higher node density may be indispensable in the areas of higher variation. Normally an upper limit to total number of nodes is customary due to time and other limitations, thus precluding the employment of a homogeneously fine grid over the whole domain. Therefore, non-uniformity of grid with varying density as per local needs become essential. Identifying a suitable density of mesh so that solution features are appropriately captured is therefore becomes most demanding task. Specifically in the adaptive finite element analysis correct generation of initial mesh greatly influences the rate of convergence and reduces the number of iterations required for an optimal solution. Here the experience of analyst and heuristics are prerequisite to choose best initial mesh.
As an effort to provide a truly robust adaptive finite element analysis system, this paper proposes application of CBR to assist in initial mesh selection. The devised scheme is not only simple and effective for Case Base Reasoner but also advantageous for fast origination of initial mesh.
Case Based Reasoning
This AI paradigm has given a well justified degree of optimism to AI's knowledge based decision support systems. The roots of Case-Based Reasoning traces back to last century (Schank, 1983) , there are some other documented historical efforts that laid the foundations of CBR (Gentner, 1983; Smith & Medin, 1981; Tulving, 1972; Wittgenstein, 1953) . CYPRUS system might be called as a first Case-Based Reasoner (Kolodner, 1983a (Kolodner, , 1983b . Since then hundreds of successful applications of CBR assisting different aspects in engineering and non-engineering domains have been reported (Auriol, Crowder, McKendrick, Rowe, & Knudsen, 1999; Du, Liang, & Sun, 2012; Li & Sun, 2011; Li, Sun, J. Wu, & X. -J. Wu, 2012; Lin & Chen, 2011; Pereira & Madureira, 2013; Ross, Fang, & Hipel, 2002; Stéphane, Hector, & Marc, 2010; Stéphane & Marc, 2008) .
CBR is a methodology of problem solving that uses a database, or case base (collection of earlier solutions) for solving new problems. The concerns for implementation of this approach are recalling, reusing and adapting of the relevant cases and saving the information of solved problem to case base (Voss, 1996) . In general the procedure imitates the manner in which humans may resolve problems by re-using their earlier experience acquired from a similar situation where it has relevance to the new instance. A block diagram describing the CBR process is shown in Figure 3 . 
Integrated and Intelligent System Configuration
CBR promises a technique to assist modeling process in finite element by reminding the analysts of prior experiences that can benefit new circumstances. A portion of the case base is a collection of cases that are real problems earlier solved by different experts, whereas, information for remaining portion comes from the knowledge, system gains by solving fresh problems as shown in Figure 4 . The proposed system processes typical problem solutions into cases with machine learning methodology. Therefore, composition of case base is relatively easier than the rule base in customary expert systems. Case base becomes richer with use of proposed system through learning, thus enhancing the problem solving capacity.
User is only required to input the new problem's information such as, structure's geometrical attributes, load type and position, boundary condition, material and physical data as essential requirements of analysis. The system based on the attributes of new problem matches and retrieves the nearest resembling case from its case memory and generates the earlier analyzed mesh to initialize the adaptive analysis cycle. Vol. 6, No. 3; 2014 27 reaching the required level of accuracy is stored in case base for future usage.
As an initial mesh plays a significant role in adaptive analysis process by complementing the convergence rate of finite element approximation. Thus analysts always emphasize on generating a high quality initial mesh. This demand gives rise to a need for improved initial mesh selection procedures that may serve as an equivalent to the competency of experts in the problem domain. Thus an integration of adaptive finite element analysis and case based reasoning technique is being realized to develop an "Intelligent and Integrated System" as seen in Figure  5 .
A flow chart of CBR assisting adaptive finite element analysis is shown in Figure 6 . Upon receipt of new problem definition the information is directed to the CBR inference engine which indexes its attributes and checks the case memory for availability of a similar prior incident. In the initial resemblance check, the cases with similar indices among the existing cases in case memory are selected for comprehensive matching. While in the detailed matching process, case with maximum similarity is retrieved for correction and adaptation. A nearest neighbor approach is utilized for selection of highest matching case. Once the case is corrected in accordance with input parameters, an initial grid pattern is generated on which the finite element computations are performed. The system thus produces a file consisting of an initial mesh pattern in the format suitable for use in customized or commercially available finite element analysis software. In case of a null return by the system, mesh generation module generates a default coarse initial mesh.
After setting an initial mesh system enters the analysis process and performs computations. The results so acquired are analyzed and errors are compared against preset accuracy. Upon satisfying the accuracy requirements the results are directed to output block, which are displayed and stored in the case memory simultaneously. In case, required accuracy is not achieved, mesh is refined following basic principle of adaptive finite element analysis based on errors estimates for the iteration. The process repeats, till the results converge and accuracy demand is satisfied. The steps involved in the complete system designing after the recognition of problem and assessment of the full scope of the system can be explained as follows:
Division of Task
The multi-disciplinary task of system development is sub divided into hierarchical sub-problems. Sub-issues to resolve the issues of programming language selection, data flow path, knowledge acquisition strategy and implementation are deliberated in detail.
Elements of CBR
Case Based Reasoning concerns for system (Khan, 2001; Khan & Azam, 2003) , which is able to learn from past experiences, recognize similarities and retrieve them for new problem solving are:
Case Representation
A number of knowledge representation techniques such as, graph based, frame, multimedia representation and object oriented representations etc. exist and have been used by researchers in different problem domains. However, object oriented representation has been used for case representation in proposed system development.
Case Indexing
Attribute-Value pair scheme distinguished features of problem.
Case Retrieval
Nearest neighbor approach has been used for the matching and retrieval process of the stored cases.
Case Adaptation
Mapping technique is used to generate the initial mesh for new problem.
Learning
Successfully solved cases are stored in the case memory.
Elements of Adaptive FEA
Adaptive Finite Element Analysis requires that response quantities should be computed to the level of specified accuracy, therefore the concerns are:
Error Estimator
In order to compute reliable posteriori error estimates at reasonable cost, the algorithm for well-tested posteriori error estimator has been selected and realized for computing the errors (Zienkiewicz & Zhu, 1987 A simple "h-version" strategy has been used for refinement of mesh in successive iterations of adaptive finite element analysis process.
Verification
After resolving the sub-issues of "CBR" and "Adaptive FEM", "Reasoner" and "Analyzer" as shown in figure were separately developed and verified as shown in Figure 7 . 
Integration
The "Reasoner" and "Analyzer" are integrated as a complete system.
Performance Test
System is tested for its performance by solving the typical two-dimensional structure analysis problems and it is evaluated for further improvements with continuation of research.
User Interface
Development of a user-friendly interface.
Modules of Integrated System
Five major functional modules of the system are developed after following the above elaborated seven steps process. The modules are shown in the follow chart of Figure 8 and briefly described in subsequent paragraphs. 
Problem Description Module
The module translates problem attributes from user defined problem to a message format, stored as a structure attributes file named "case.str" in accordance with case representation scheme. Therefore, this file encompasses information on number of boundaries in the generated geometric pattern, number of nodes, structure topology, load type and position, boundary condition and material data. A typical case named "C1" is shown in Figure 9 , where "C" stands for a case with structure topology of three geometrical shapes as shown in Figure 10 and "1" signifies that it is first case in this category. It can be seen in Figure 9 that a total of six files named after the case name comprise complete information about the case as attribute-value pairs (Khan, X. Y. Ming, & W. X. Ming, 1997). 
Case Recall or Retrieval Module
This module indexes new case according to devised scheme. The module recalls the case base using associative recall method thus generating a list of nearest similar cases. These listed cases go through a similarity scrutiny process using nearest neighbor approach and weigh these cases as per degree of similarity. The highest weighed case is retrieved first and passes it for necessary correction to the adaptation module.
Case Adaptation or Correction Module
The case passed to this module after detailed matching undergoes necessary adaptation. The regions of the mesh that does not satisfy structure attributes of the new problem are re-meshed to generate initial mesh for the current problem. The module thus performs adaptation and correction tasks such as, removal of the node from the holes etc. and moving of nodes from outside of the boundary to within the structure topology.
Mesh Generation Module
Adaptive finite element analysis starts the finite element computations after receipt of the corrected initial mesh. This module produces a *.dxf file an accepted CAD format comprising information on initial mesh.
Case Memory Management Module
This module organizes the contents of case memory. It performs the functions of case storing, case deleting etc. In addition to the storage of cases through normal learning mechanism after successful solution of a problem, it also allows an expert user to store or delete a solution directly in the memory.
Basic principles of the involved theories and methodologies used for development of intelligent and integrated system have been discussed in the former part of this paper. Now, in the subsequent portion, it is important to go through the details of initial mesh generation mechanism which constitutes the most important part of this paper. Principle of mapping has been used for adaptation of an existing grid on the similar problem and features.
Mapping Principle
In plane "Z", a point expresses an independent variable "z", and the value of function "w" expressed by a point in plane "W", then can be regarded as mapping from point-group "D" in plane "Z" to the point group "D*" in plane "W". If points are defined in the form of vectors and as, x+yi and u+vi respectively, then variable "z" in accordance with corresponding relation acquires a unique value of the function.
(11)
Transfinite Mapping Method
The technique is a class of methods that establish curvilinear co-ordinate systems in an arbitrary domain. It generally defines an approximate entity (surface/volume), which will match a desired or true entity at a non-denumerable number of points. This property of the technique gives rise to the term "Transfinite Mapping". The property thus contrasts from iso-parametric mappings that match true surface at finite number of points, i.e. the interpolation points. In case of two dimensions, the transfinite mapping can exactly model all boundaries of the region, thus it does not introduce any geometric error. A concept of projector "P" is introduced to describe the mappings. This projector is a linear operator that maps a true surface to an approximate one, established on inter-polatory constraints. Although there is a wide selection of possible projectors but discussion here is limited to a simple "Linear Lofting Projector". This projector implements a linear interpolation between two boundary curves,  1 (u) and  2 (u):
Where u is a normalized parametric co-ordinate along 1 and 2, and v is a normalized co-ordinate that has a value of zero on 1 and unity on 2, as shown in Figure 11 . It can be noted that the boundary of P (Grant, Harris, & Moseley, 1996; Varma & Roddy, 1999; Vong, Wong, & Ip, 2011) matches F exactly along 1 and 2 that is a linear approximation. Vol. 6, No. 3; Figure 11. Lofting projector
Matching, Retrieval and Adaptation
All inclusive essential elements for a Case Based Reasoning system are not being elaborated in this paper and being published separately. Therefore, this paper mainly emphasizing mesh generation concerns. However, justice cannot be done without apprising the readers on remaining elements of CBR such as Matching, Retrieval and Adaptation; therefore same are being briefly touched here with an aim to cover these aspects in details in separate papers.
Matching of every case index compared to the target case is not only time consuming but also becomes expensive with the growth in case memory through learning. Case retrieval is therefore, employed with a filtering technique where cases are being segregated in the first step based on their names. In the second step segregated cases with same number of boundaries undergo detailed matching. A weighted feature scheme known as a nearest neighbor approach is used for detailed matching of segregated cases. Weights are assigned during the match process of structure geometry attribute file. All the parameters being numerical values are compared for a whole or partial match to determine the total weight Wtotal for a case. The procedure for comparison of target attribute (a) and new case attribute (a') is explained in subsequent paragraph. . This indicates that the weight W i for such as case will be less than 1. The process is followed for all the attributes, after every comparison the assigned weight is added in the previous weight W previous in order to compute the W total as per Equation (13).
After computation of Wtotal during similarity analysis the cases are ranked in accordance with their assigned weights. Then from the ranked cases the case with highest weight is retrieved for reusing of its mesh on new problem's structure topology. Now for purpose of adaptation, mesh of selected case is checked for its validity by confirming that all the nodes for this mesh reside inside the outer boundary of new structure topology. Nodes found in an invalid region are automatically modified for moving them into the valid region before adaptation.
Mesh Generation Algorithm
As stated earlier that main purpose of this paper is to present the application of CBR on initial mesh selection for adaptive finite element analysis. Therefore, it is important to elaborate that mesh generation algorithm used here is different from any typical mesh generation techniques discussed in above paragraphs. The intelligent system uses Case Based approach, where an earlier successfully analyzed mesh pattern is matched, retrieved and adapted as an initial mesh for the structure under analysis to avoid generation a mesh from scratch. In order to adapt the selected mesh after matching and retrieval processes, mapping method is used to reuse selected mesh for analysis of the new problem. The following mesh generation algorithm is used for the system: Until solution is satisfactory;}
Example
The geometric structure and its mesh pattern for a two dimensional rectangular plate with a hole in the center is shown in Figures 12(a) and (b). When the structure problems from the same class of two boundaries are input to the system for adaptive finite element analysis, mesh pattern is matched and retrieved from the case memory. This recalled grid is then mapped and adapted using above elaborated method to the different shaped plates. The example demonstrates the capability of the developed Case Based Reasoner in the problem domain. The selected mesh pattern is successfully mapped on a plate with an angular side Figure 
Conclusion
Realizing the importance of initial mesh in an important field of engineering application of AI has been proposed to reduce the task of finite element user. The proposed system has shown an effective application of CBR in the adaptive finite element analysis domain through automatic mesh generation for initiation of the analysis process. The implementation and example-based evaluation of the designed system has shown an intelligent based approach for efficient analysis of engineering structures. The case base of the system continuously grows by accumulating information after every successful solution. The expert users of the system have also been permitted to directly input their experiences in the shape of earlier solved problem in case memory for future use. This powerful learning mechanism of CBR will always keep the case base updated. This will keep the system ready to deal with the real world problems, thus the changing world would not be able to make this knowledge obsolete.
Therefore, proposed application of CBR is helpful in greatly reducing the number of analysis cycles and computational burden thereby saving the extent of modeling work required by the user of adaptive finite element analysis. Furthermore, it also offers the theoretical basis and technical reserves for a continued future development in this domain. According to the success shown by the approach and development status, authors believe that further investigation and working on the same principles will evolve a more universal modeling methodology in near future.
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Future Directions
Despite the satisfactory demonstration of the used approach, there are still issues that need further research. At present the system is successfully tested for solving two-dimensional analysis problems. This capability is being expanded to three-dimensional problem solving. Working on the same principles of mesh connectivity list model and node coordination information the system has a room for expansion into a full scope universal problem-solving tool. The possibility of effectively performing the tasks through incorporation of rules and frames with existing representation and development of a hybrid knowledge representation has not been completely ruled out. As we are aware that complex structure under different external environments, such as load condition and temperatures generally involve random and ambiguous information. Therefore, encapsulation of such information into case based reasoning system is another issue to be explored further. The uncertainty reasoning such as fuzzy logic is a good candidate for resolving such issues and will be considered during future work.
